CU-ADVANCE Center Events
Academic Year 07-08

(Note: Attendance is given in parentheses for each event.)

Fall 2007
August 07    Happy Hour to kick off the new academic year (17)
September 07 "Strategies for an effective grant proposal" Steve Kresovich (Lunch/28)
September 07 "Women who lead: Building and negotiating power" Elizabeth (Beta) Mannix (Lunch/34)
September 07 Fall Roundtable for Full Professors: "How can ADVANCE and Full Professors make a Difference at Cornell?" (Dinner/17)
September 07 "Effective Search Practices – Avoiding Unconscious Gender Bias in the Search Process" (2-hour workshop/126)
October 07   "Successfully managing undergraduate research" Marjolein van der Meulen (Lunch/6)
October 07   Barbara McClintock Distinguished Lecture, "Nature Conquest and White Imperial Debris" Yuka Suzuki, Anthropology, Bard College
October 07   Latina Lunch (Lunch/18)
October 07   "The Tenure and Promotion Process" Kraig Adler (Lunch/12)
October 07   Robert L. Harris, Jr. ADVANCEments in Science Lecture, "How Bad (Stereotyping) Things Happen to Good People" Joan Williams, U.C. Hastings College of the Law, Distinguished Professor of Law, 1066 Foundation Chair and Director of the Center for Worklife Law (Lecture)
November 07  "Building and managing teams for large scale initiatives" Elizabeth (Liz) Peters (Lunch/7)
December 07  Fall Dinner for Current and Former Chairs: "What's needed for Leadership Development of Chairs?" following suggestions from the Career Stage Retreats, we collected suggestions for leadership training topics for chairs and faculty. This information is being used to develop chair and faculty workshops in the Vice Provost's office. (Dinner/17)
December 07  Morrison Distinguished Lecture, "Action Research, Actionable Knowledge: Framing Housing Research to Make a Difference" Sherry Ahrentzen, Interim Director and Associate Director for Research at the Stardust Center for Affordable Housing and the Family, Arizona State University, hosted by college of Human Ecology. (Lecture)
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Spring 2008

January 08  "Navigating Your Career," A Professional Development Workshop for Assistant Professors, (Workshop/31)
  • "Finding Your Voice: an Introduction to Breath Connection and Vocal Power" (Workshop)
  • "Creating your professional persona in your department" (Panel)

January 08  "Effective Search Practices," A Workshop for Search Committee Members (Workshop/66)

February 08 "Dealing with Difficult People and Conflict" Joe Thomas (Lunch/16)

March 08  "Effective Mentoring" Al George (Lunch/19)

March 08  Latina Lunch (Lunch/3)

April 08  "10 Lessons Learned about How to Make Things Happen in Academia," Sally Blount-Lyon, Abraham L. Gitlow Professor of Management and Organizations and Dean of the Undergraduate College at New York University (Dinner/31)

April 08  Morrison Distinguished Lecture," Orthopaedic Interface Tissue Engineering For Soft Tissue-to-Bone Integration" Helen Lu, Biomedical Engineering, Columbia University, hosted by Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering (Lecture)

April 08  McClintock Distinguished Lecture, "Antibiotics as Emerging Environmental Contaminants: Mechanisms of Interactions with Soil Particles and Environmental Risk Implications" Ludmilla Aristilde, Molecular Toxicology Graduate Group, University of California at Berkeley, hosted by Biological and Environmental Engineering (Lecture)

May 08  Happy Hour to end the Academic Year (21)

May 08  McClintock Distinguished Lecture, "Linking phylogenetic history, plant traits and environmental gradients in time and space" Jeannine Cavender-Bares, Ecology, Evolution and Behavior, University of Minnesota, hosted by Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and Plant Biology (Lecture)

May 08  "Women's Leadership Program" Center for Creative Leadership (3-day Workshop/24)

May 08  NSF Proposal Writing Clinic (1/2 day workshop/37)
  • "Working Effectively with OSP" (Presentation)
  • "Successful NSF grants – A Reviewer’s Perspective" (Panel)
  • "Successful NSF CAREER Strategies -- A PI’s Perspective" (Panel)